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Coca-Cola is a proud supporter of the UMass Fine Arts Center.
A Notable Lifestyle

Celebrating lifelong enjoyment of the arts

Discover gracious, refined independent living in a social and dynamic environment. Meet passionate, enlightened residents—from academics to artists—that will inspire you. The Loomis Communities offer an unparalleled lifestyle with superior amenities and services—with the added peace of mind for the future that comes from access to LiveWell@Loomis.

APPLEWOOD
Amherst, MA
413-253-9833

LOOMIS VILLAGE
South Hadley, MA
413-532-5325

www.loomiscommunities.org
You CAN Study Abroad!

Scholarships available

Education Abroad Advising Center
(Open M – F, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.)
International Programs Office,
Rm. 455 Hills South,
across from Studio Arts Building
(413-545-5247)

www.ipo.umass.edu
COURTYARD Marriott
423 Russell Street
Hadley
413-256-5454

Family gatherings, weddings, reunions, business meetings, or any special event...
outdoor courtyard and ballroom
creative menus and helpful staff

Clarión Hotel
1 Atwood Drive
Northampton
413-586-1211

BY CHOICE HOTELS
Banquets, meetings, weddings...whatever your event
the Clarion can assist in making it be the best
choose from in-house or outside catering
from 2-300 people
NEW ENGLAND PUBLIC RADIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amherst / Springfield / Hartford</td>
<td>88.5 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Adams</td>
<td>101.1 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Barrington</td>
<td>98.7 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee</td>
<td>98.3 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsfield / Lenox</td>
<td>106.1 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>96.3 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEPR News Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Springfield / Amherst / Westfield</td>
<td>640 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin County</td>
<td>91.7 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Berkshire County</td>
<td>89.5 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Berkshire County</td>
<td>98.9 FM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEPR.net
Located in the heart of the picturesque UMass Amherst Campus, Hotel UMass blends the excitement of campus life with a tranquil, countryside escape making it the ideal destination for your next trip to the Pioneer Valley.

Whether you’re staying for business or leisure, Hotel UMass has first-class accommodations and services tailored to your needs. Voted #1 Hotel in Amherst by TripAdvisor, book your room today!

Stay in the Heart of the Campus!

www.hotelumass.com | 877.822.2110 | hotel@umass.edu

PROUDLY SUPPORTING THE UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER
Just Minutes from U Mass Fine Arts Center!

Both Pioneer Valley Hotel Group hotels offer Complimentary Hot Breakfast Buffets, Free Wireless Internet Access, Indoor Heated Pool & Fitness Room

41 Russell St, Hadley
413-750-3101

237 Russell St, Hadley
413-584-9816

24 Bay Rd. Hadley
413-586-4851

www.pvhg.com
The best kept secrets about credit unions really shouldn’t be secrets:

1. Credit Unions are cooperatives.

Think of the word cooperative—its very essence is to work together for a common goal. Cooperatives are democratic organizations controlled by their member-owners. In cooperative organizations, members actively participate in setting policies and making decisions through a volunteer Board of Directors. Cooperatives are most empowering to the members they serve—YOU. At a financial cooperative like UMassFive, you’re part of a local banking community that puts people before profits, while serving all your banking needs.

For more of the many benefits of joining a credit union, visit umassfive.coop.
Caring for our Community is at the Heart of Our Mission

Proud to support the UMass Fine Arts Center.

Always,
Florence Bank

413-586-1300 or 800-644-8261
Kevin Foley came to Cooley Dickinson Hospital with an agonizing pain in his back. He was experiencing kidney failure caused by multiple myeloma, a cancer of the bone marrow. But thanks to the care at Cooley Dickinson Hospital and a stem cell transplant performed by Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center, Kevin is back to his life, diving headfirst into the things he loves.

To hear the rest of Kevin’s and other patients’ success stories, visit TheTalkIsGood.com.
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The Bolshoi Ballet in HD

Moscow’s legendary ballet comes to Amherst Cinema screens!

**The Legend of Love**  
Mon Nov 3, 7pm

**The Pharaoh’s Daughter**  
Mon Nov 24, 7pm

**La Bayadere**  
Mon Dec 8, 7pm

**The Nutcracker**  
Sun Dec 21, 12:55pm

More at amherstcinema.org.
Wednesday, September 17, 2014, 7:30 p.m.
Bowker Auditorium

SHENG DONG:
Music from Taiwan

Artists
Mia Hsieh
Scott Prairie
Cheng Chun Wu, Percussion
I Fang Chen
I Tung Pan (Dabby)

Program
Dombra
Wedding Song
Silk Road
Ku qin
Zhong Ruan solo “Folk song,” composed by Liu Xing
Dynasty
Meeting in Emptiness
Singing bowls
Ganesh
Amei Aboriginal Traditional Song
The Market Song

Season Sponsors:
Event Sponsors:

Mom’s House
Amherst Area
Chinese American Association

Spotlight Taiwan events are funded in part by the Ministry of Culture, Republic of China (Taiwan) and Special patron Dr. Samuel Yin, with additional support from Five Colleges, Incorporated.
JEANS ‘N CLASSICS POPS SERIES


**Sgt. Pepper / The Beatles**
Sat. October 11th, 2014 at 7:30 PM

**Home for the Folliadays**
**Holiday Concert**
Sat. December 6th, 2014 at 7:30 PM

**The Music of Michael Jackson**
Sat. February 7th, 2015 at 7:30 PM

**Blood, Sweat, Tears, Earth, Wind, Fire...& a Little Chicago!**
Sat. March 28th, 2015 at 7:30 PM

CLASSICAL SERIES

Kevin Rhodes, Music Director & Conductor

**All-Orchestral Opening Night Gala**
Sat. September 27th, 2014 at 7:30 PM

**Kings, Angels & Lovers**
Sat. October 25th, 2014 at 7:30 PM

**Beethoven, Mendelssohn & Fuchs**
Sat. January 24th, 2015 at 7:30 PM

**Latin Guitar!**
Sat. February 21st, 2015 at 7:30 PM

**Beethoven & Bernstein**
Sat. March 14th, 2015 at 7:30 PM

**Viennese Choral Spectacular**
Sat. April 1st, 2015 at 7:30 PM

**Season Finale - The Rite of Spring**
Saturday, April 25th, 2015 at 7:30 PM

Season Sponsor
MassMutual

For offer details and to order tickets, call **413.733.2291** or visit SpringfieldSymphony.org
PROGRAM

Dombra: Inspired by the Central Asian instrument known as Dombra and the musical style is often associated with light picking, using downward strokes only.

Wedding Song: A theatrical piece with the number of uniquely created sections, like a small opera.

Silk Road: The sweeping nature of this piece is inspired by the journey made by seventh century monk traveler, Hsuan Zhang who traveled this dangerous path to get the sacred books of Buddhism. It echoes the journey many of us take traveling from one world to another.

Ku qin: Imitating the Chinese instrument Ku Qin, and using the classical Non Guan form to create her own lyrics, Mia and Scott present this piece. Nan-guan is one of the oldest Chinese music styles. The singing is delicate and flowing. The emotion is very graceful, soft and restrained. Ku-chin was a musical string instrument that ancient scholars used to express feelings or for meditation in spiritual practice. The tradition of nan-guan singing and ku-chin has been preserved well in Taiwan. In this song a sliding technique and harmonics are used on a modern bass guitar to imitate the color of ku-chin. Mia uses the words of Sung Dynasty poet, Su Shi (1036-1101) to compose an original song in nan-guan tone. Connecting to ancient culture is not done to create a copy of history but to offer a recreation from a deep heart’s experience. When ancient instruments, ancient melodies and ancient spirits meet across time and space, we rediscover the same nature and find the same timeless, universal expression of life.

Calming the Storm: An ancient poem written by Su Shi

  don't mind the rain beating on the leaves
  let's walk slowly while humming a tune
  walking with bamboo cane and grass sandals is far lighter than riding on horse back
  who's afraid of one's cape being drenched by the rain
  (sharp spring winds clears my head of wine
  feeling a gentle chill
  I am greeted by the sun rays from the mounting top)
  looking back into the desolate distance where I came from
  if I were to return
  the skies are neither clear nor stormy
  (*sung in ancient Taiwanese dialect)

Zhong Ruan: (solo “Folk song” composed by Liu Xing)

Dynasty: This piece is inspired by traditional Chinese Palace music, the subplot being the turmoil created by the rise and fall of all man-made powers pictures.

Meeting in Emptiness: The opening lyrics come from a traditional folk song of the Guangxi province of China and set the stage for this Zen song-poem.

Singing Bowls: Tibetan metal bowls acquired in Dharamsala, India and inspired by a talk given by His Holiness the Dalai Lama.

Water of life: This piece evokes the spiritual journey and the sustenance we must turn to, to sustain us on the path.
Ganesh: A Moving Sound’s tribute to the Hindu god, Remover of all obstacles.

Amei Aboriginal Traditional Song: A vocal and drum arrangement of a traditional Taiwan aboriginal song from the Amei tribe.

The Market Song: Song lyrics are sung in Taiwanese dialect:

The Sun is just ready to come up, let’s rush to the market
Get the carrying pole with all the supplies, let’s rush to the market
Walking down the long and winding mountain road, let’s rush to the market
Hope that today the business is good, let’s rush to the market

Inspiration for the market song: “I was born in 1971. This is the time when Taiwan was turning from agriculture to industry. It was Taiwan's economic flying time. The government’s slogan, “The living room is the factory,” was promoting and pushing the whole Taiwanese labor force.

This hard working time was filled with an attitude of hope and enthusiasm. Most of my childhood was spent working with my parents in the traditional market. The traditional market is the most vivid picture of Taiwan's earthy and vital working energy. In the early light of dawn the street vendors push their two-wheeled carts from all directions, rushing to the market. There’s all kind of selling sounds and voices boiling over in the market, and many smells. Under the burning sun people are sweating but smiles are on their faces. They feel positive about making their future.”

MUSICIANS

Mia Hsieh has a multidisciplinary background and draws inspiration from ethnic and aboriginal music as well as experimental music such as Meredith Monk. The vocal lines that Mia composes include Taiwanese and Mandarin Chinese dialects, however a large percentage of what she sings is her own created language, chanting and singing with deep emotion that reaches beyond words. She has collaborated with visual artists, film directors, fashion designers and created several of her own music-dance theater pieces. Lucy Duran of BBC Radio 3 described her as a “great, young woman singer putting a new spin on old traditions.”

Scott Prairie has a diverse artistic background drawing from his studies in music visual arts, psychology and spirituality. He was trained as a conservatory French horn player at Carnegie-Mellon University and later developed his own unique compositional style. He performed in many of New York City’s respected centers for experimental music such as the “Knitting Factory” and “The Kitchen” before moving to Taiwan in 2001.

Cheng Chun Wu studied traditional percussion and erhu at Taipei National University of the Arts, and is one of Taiwan’s most sought after percussion performers and teachers.

I Fang Chen studied at Tainan National University of the Arts and performs as a solo recitalist and for many ensembles and multimedia projects.

I Tung Pan (Dabby) studied at Tainan National University of the Arts and did further training with Master Zhong Ruan performer and composer Liu Xing in Shanghai.
Christian Party Rental Team “Intents”

www.intents.com

C.P.R.
Revoke your party!

Serving all of New England

888-rentent
888-736-8368

Christian Party Rental
Explore the many wonderful classical music groups and series available throughout the Pioneer Valley

MOUNT HOLYOKE MUSIC ENSEMBLES
Family Friendly Baroque Concert
October 19, 4 pm, McCulloch Center, $ 
The Mount Holyoke Baroque Ensemble performs works by Bach and others.

The Klemperer Trio
October 26, 3 pm, McCulloch Center, $ 
Renowned touring ensemble of violin, violoncello, and piano perform classical works. 
www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/music/calendar_fall

MUSIC AT AMHERST CHAMBER SERIES
A Far Cry
September 14, 3 pm, Buckley Recital Hall, $ 
String orchestra A Far Cry perform works by Adès, Shostakovich and Janáček, joined by German violinist Augustin Hadelich.

Brentano String Quartet
September 19, 8 pm, Buckley Recital Hall, $ 
With special guest and founding member Michael Kannen, the ensemble performs Mozart’s “Hunt” Quartet, and the Schubert Quintet.

Amherst Symphony Orchestra
October 24, 8:30 pm, Buckley Recital Hall, $ 
The ASO performs classical music.

MUSIC IN DEERFIELD
Ariel Quartet
October 11, 8 pm, Buckley Recital Hall, $ 
Performing quartets by Haydn, Shumann and Schubert.

PIONEER VALLEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Tchaikovsky, Tomasi, Brahms
October 25, 7:30 pm, Bowker Auditorium, UMass, $ 
Performing Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty Suite, Tomasi’s Trombone Concerto, and Brahms’s Symphony No. 4 in E Minor.
www.pvso.org

SMITH CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY
Music in the Noon Hour
September 23, October 7 & 28, 12:30 - 1 pm, Sweeney Concert Hall, Free 
Free half hour concerts performing a range of classics. 
www.smith.edu/smitharts

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
All-Orchestral Opening Night Gala
September 27, 7:30 p.m., Symphony Hall, $ 
Kevin Rhodes, Conductor. Start of the 71st performance season, performing Ravel’s Bolero, Debussy’s La Mer, and Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition.

Kings, Angels & Lovers
October 25, 7:30 p.m., Symphony Hall, $ 
With violinist Caroline Goulding, performing works by Bach and Berg, as well as Tchaikovsky’s Fantasy Overtures from The Tempest and Romeo and Juliet. 
www.springfieldsymphony.org

UMASS MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Faculty Emeritus Recital
October 5, 4 pm, Bezanson Recital Hall, $ 
Nigel Cox performs on piano, playing works by Mozart, Schubert and Chopin.

Faculty Emeritus Recital
October 5, 4 pm, Bezanson Recital Hall, $ 
Nigel Cox performs on piano, playing works by Mozart, Schubert and Chopin.

The Quest: Don Quixote & Other Wanderers
October 11, 4 pm, Bezanson Recital Hall, $ 
Baritone and piano, performing music from Man of La Mancha, and works by Vaughan Williams, Schubert, Frank, Ravel, Kohn, Leigh & Darion.

UMass Amherst Symphony Orchestra
October 12, 8 pm, Bowker Auditorium, $ 
Performing Beethoven’s Egmont Overture, Grieg’s Holberg Suite, and Sibelius’s Violin Concerto.
Saturday, September 20, 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

PINK MARTINI

Thomas M. Lauderdale, piano
China Forbes, vocals
Gavin Bondy, trumpet
Antonis Andreou, trombone
Nicholas Crosa, violin
Phil Baker, upright bass
Dan Faehnle, guitar
Timothy Nishimoto, vocals and percussion
Brian Davis, congas and percussion
Anthony Jones, drums and percussion

Program will be announced from the stage.

There will be an intermission.
ABOUT THE ARTISTS

In 1994 in his hometown of Portland, Oregon, Thomas Lauderdale was working in politics, thinking that one day he would run for mayor. Like other eager politicians-in-training, he went to every political fundraiser under the sun… but was dismayed to find the music at these events underwhelming, lackluster, loud and un-neighborly. Drawing inspiration from music from all over the world – crossing genres of classical, jazz and old-fashioned pop – and hoping to appeal to conservatives and liberals alike, he founded the “little orchestra” Pink Martini in 1994 to provide more beautiful and inclusive musical soundtracks for political fundraisers for causes such as civil rights, affordable housing, the environment, libraries, public broadcasting, education and parks.

One year later, Lauderdale called China Forbes, a Harvard classmate who was living in New York City, and asked her to join Pink Martini. They began to write songs together. Their first song “Sympathique” became an overnight sensation in France, was nominated for “Song of the Year” at France’s Victoires de la Musique Awards, and to this day remains a mantra (“Je ne veux pas travailler” or “I don’t want to work”) for striking French workers. Says Lauderdale, “We’re very much an American band, but we spend a lot of time abroad and therefore have the incredible diplomatic opportunity to represent a broader, more inclusive America… the America which remains the most heterogeneously populated country in the world… composed of people of every country, every language, every religion.”

Featuring a dozen musicians, Pink Martini performs its multilingual repertoire on concert stages and with symphony orchestras throughout Europe, Asia, Greece, Turkey, the Middle East, Northern Africa, Australia, New Zealand, South America and North America. Pink Martini made its European debut at the Cannes Film Festival in 1997 and its orchestral debut with the Oregon Symphony in 1998 under the direction of Norman Leyden. Since then, the band has gone on to play with more than 50 orchestras around the world, including multiple engagements with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at the Hollywood Bowl, the Boston Pops, the National Symphony at the Kennedy Center, the San Francisco Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, and the BBC Concert Orchestra at Royal Albert Hall in London. Other appearances include the grand opening of the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s Frank Gehry-designed Walt Disney Concert Hall, with return sold-out engagements for New Year’s Eve 2003, 2004, 2008 and 2011; four sold-out concerts at Carnegie Hall; the opening party of the remodeled Museum of Modern Art in New York City; the Governor’s Ball at the 80th Annual Academy Awards in 2008; the opening of the 2008 Sydney Festival in Australia; multiple sold-out appearances, and a festival opening, at the Montreal Jazz Festival, two sold-out concerts at Paris’ legendary L’Olympia Theatre in 2011; and Paris’ fashion house Lanvin’s 10-year anniversary celebration for designer Alber Elbaz in 2012.

Pink Martini’s debut album Sympathique was released independently in 1997 on the band’s own label Heinz Records (named after Lauderdale’s dog), and quickly became an international phenomenon, garnering the group nominations for “Song of the Year” and “Best New Artist” in France’s Victoires de la Musique Awards in 2000. Pink Martini released Hang On Little Tomato in 2004, Hey Eugene! in 2007 and Splendor In The Grass in 2009. In November 2010 the band released Joy To The World – a festive, multi-denominational holiday album featuring songs from around the globe. Joy To The World received glowing reviews and was carried in Starbucks stores during the 2010 and 2011 holiday seasons. All five albums have gone gold in France, Canada, Greece and Turkey.

In Fall 2011 the band released two albums – A Retrospective, a collection of the band’s most beloved songs spanning their 18-year career, which includes eight previously unreleased tracks, and 1969, an album of collaborations with legendary Japanese singer Saori Yuki. 1969 has been certified platinum in Japan, reaching #2 on the Japanese charts, with the Japan Times raving “the love and respect Saori Yuki and Pink Martini have for the pop tradition shines through on every track.” The release of 1969 marked the first time a Japanese artist hit the American Billboard charts since Kyu Sakamoto released “Sukiyaki” in 1963. Pink Martini albums have sold over 3 million copies worldwide.

The band has collaborated and performed with numerous artists, including Jimmy Scott, Carol Channing, Jane Powell, Rufus Wainwright, Martha Wainwright, Henri Salvador, Chavela Vargas, New York performer Joey Arias, puppeteer Basil Twist, Georges Moustaki, Michael Feinstein,
filmmaker Gus Van Sant, Courtney Taylor Taylor of The Dandy Warhols, clarinetist and conductor Norman Leyden, Japanese legend Hiroshi Wada, Italian actress and songwriter Alba Clemente, DJ Johnny Dynell and Chi Chi Valenti, Faith Prince, Mamie Van Doren, the original cast of Sesame Street, the Bonita Vista High School Marching Band of Chula Vista, California, the Portland Youth Philharmonic, and the Pacific Youth Choir of Portland, Oregon. Singer Storm Large began performing with Pink Martini in March 2011, when China Forbes took a leave of absence to undergo surgery on her vocal cords. Forbes made full recovery and now both she and Large continue performing with Pink Martini.

Pink Martini has an illustrious roster of regular guest artists: NPR White House correspondent Ari Shapiro, Cantor Ida Rae Cahana (who was cantor at the Central Synagogue in NYC for five years), koto player Masumi Timson, harpist Maureen Love, and Kim Hastreiter (publisher/editor-in-chief of Paper Magazine).

In January 2012 bandleader Thomas Lauderdale began work on Pink Martini’s seventh studio album when he recorded the Charlie Chaplin song “Smile” with the legendary Phyllis Diller. The album, titled Get Happy, was released on September 24, 2013 and features 16 globe-spanning songs in nine languages. The band’s beloved vocalist China Forbes anchors the recording, and she is joined by her new co-lead singer Storm Large, recording with Pink Martini for the first time, along with a cavalcade of special guests including Rufus Wainwright, Philippe Katerine, Meow Meow, The von Trapps & Ari Shapiro.

And while still in the studio for Get Happy, Lauderdale simultaneously began work on the band’s eighth studio album, Dream a Little Dream, featuring Sofia, Melanie, Amanda and August von Trapp, the actual great-grandchildren of Captain and Maria von Trapp, made famous by the movie The Sound of Music. These siblings have been singing together for 12 years and have toured all over the world in concert. Drawn into the magical orbit of Thomas Lauderdale, they now live together in a house in Portland, Oregon and have been frequent guest performers with Pink Martini for the past two years. The album, released in March 2014, traverses the world, from Sweden to Rwanda to China to Bavaria, and features guest appearances by The Chieftains, Wayne Newton, “Jungle” Jack Hanna, and Charmian Carr (who played Liesl in the original Sound of Music).
Japanese Shomyo Buddhist Chants and Shirabyoshi Songs

By
Makiko Sakurai

Shomyo (Buddhist Chants)
Ungabai
Sange
Taiyo
Taisan
Shichisan

Intermission

Shirabyoshi
Mizuno-enkyoku
Horaizan
Ryuno wa hotoke ni narinikeri

Pre-Concert talk by Professor Stephen Miller UMass Department of Asian Languages, Literatures and Cultures

Season Sponsors:

This event is presented in collaboration with the Japanese Studies Programs at Smith College and the University of Massachusetts
**SHOMYO (Buddhist Chants)**

**Ungabai (云何嘗)  The space where a Buddhist service is to be held is purified with water. Here the first word only will be sung: “Un” (云 or “how”). The whole sentence is: “How can I attain spiritual enlightenment reading this sutra?” The text is from the Great Nirvana Sutra (Dai Nehan-kyo). It refers to a question a pupil is asking Buddha just as Buddha is passing into Nirvana. The chant came from Shandong Peninsula in China.

**Sange (散華) The space purified by water during “Ungabai” is now purified by paper lotus flowers. The text is: “Here we purify by flower and incense.”

**Taiyo (対揚) Ungabai and Sange are sung in the ryo (呪) mode. Taiyo is sung in the ritsu (律) mode which has a different scale. A clearer distinction between the two is that ryo pieces are sung with long tones, while ritsu pieces have more melodic phrases. The meaning of the text is: “I believe in Vairocana Buddha. I pray to creatures, to gods, to Ennin (a famous virtuous Japanese priest), to people, to disciples of Buddha and to temples.”

**Taisan (大讚) Ungabai, Sange and Taiyo are all jokyoku or “free rhythmic pieces.” Taiyo is a teikyoku or “fixed rhythmic piece.” The text for the first three pieces is in Chinese characters and with the Japanese readings of those characters. Taisan is also written in Chinese characters but based on Sanskrit sounds of the sutra. This piece is a hymn for the gods appearing in the Garbhadhatu Mandala or “Womb Realm.”

**Shichisan (四智讚) This is also a fixed rhythmic piece. While Taisan is sung in 4-4 time, Shichisan is in 6-8 time. This text is also in Sanskrit written with Chinese characters. It is a hymn for the bodhisattva known as Vajrasattva and the accomplishment of Vairocana Buddha’s wish.

**SHIRABYOSHI (reconstructions of pieces performed by female performers from the Heian period known for performing dressed as men)

**Mizuno-enkyoku (水猿曲) This piece is based on a full remaining text. Another name for the piece is Mizuno shirabyoshi (水の白拍子) or “water Shirabyoshi.” Characteristic descriptions for singing are “swinging the tone like water” and “churning up the last tone.” We can imagine that this was a popular Shirabyoshi piece. It mentions five famous “water” sites including “Hakuro pond” in Western India to Mishima Inlet in Japan.

**Horaizan (蓮華山) Shirabyoshi performers created a new singing style called Imayo (今様) which had a special rhythm. There is also a “swinging tone” sung with the chin up. Horaizan is said to be the world of mountain wizards and heavenly nymphs somewhere in the sea off China. The place is one of peace and harmony and this piece too is meant to be one of peace and harmony.

**Ryuno wa hotoke ni narinikeri (龍女は仏になりけり) “The Dragon Girl becomes spiritually enlightened.” This is based on a shomyo piece called Kyoge sung in Japanese. The Shirabyoshi piece uses text from the chapter 12 of the Lotus Sutra (法華経). The piece has considerable melodic and rhythmic variation.
BIOGRAPHY

Makiko Sakurai, a songwriter, vocalist of the Tendai Ohara chanting and a singer of Shirabyoshi ancient songs studied Shomyo chanting (Heian period 781-1192 AD) associated with the Tendai sect of Buddhism and ryu-teki (gagaku flute) from Sukeyasu Shiba. A music graduate of Osaka University of Arts, she majored in piano and composition receiving her masters from the Tokyo College of Music. She has adapted shomyo for contemporary settings in collaboration with Japanese composers Mamoru Fujieda and Ayuo. She appears on two CDs of Ayuo and Mmoru Fujieda: “The Night Chant” and “Izutsu,” both released on the Tzadik label. She has also performed works for American composers, Peter Garland and Carl Stone. Ms. Sakurai traveled to Israel to study Jewish religious music in 1988, and studied the Itako music of the Tsugaru area of southern Aomori in 1990. In 1994 she received a scholarship from the ACC (Asian Cultural Council) to study the Navajo language at Navajo Community College in Arizona and the music of the Navajo and Hopi peoples. After that she returned to her practice of Heian Period chanting and dance of Shirabyoshi in 1997, which she performs in its pure unaccompanied form. In 2000 she received a grant from The Helene Wuriltzer Foundation to study the music of The Taos Pueblo. In 2008 she went to Israel again especially to study Yemenite ritual music “Deawan” from Gira Beshari. When she returned to Japan, she composed “Oriental music” the content of which included both Magrib (western Arab) music and Japanese music and this was performed in the “Arab Shirabyoshi Project.” Ms. Sakurai has written the scripts for her original collaborative pieces with Noh theatre including “Bamboo Princess” (2006), “Manhattan Okina” (2007-2013), “Pirate Princess” (2009, 2013) and “Sword Mound” (2010). She has also written for a collaborative piece with puppet theatre, Kokeshi Joruri “The Bridegroom of Hanako” (2011, 2013).
THE ART of the GEISHA
By
Yuko Eguchi

Season Sponsors:

Events Sponsors:

This event is presented in collaboration with the Five College Center for East Asian Studies

Pre-concert talk by Anne Prescott, Director Five College Center for East Asian Studies

About the Program

Dances of the Geisha
Yuko Eguchi will perform Japanese traditional music and dance, called kouta (small songs) and koutaburi (dance of small songs), a genre uniquely created by women and primarily preserved in geisha artistic culture. The kouta songs describe beautiful scenes of nature, but the true message – a geisha’s affectionate love and despair – are often hidden behind its cleverly composed words. The performance will include Mizu no Debana (As the Water Flows), Harusame (Spring Rain), and Uchimizu (Sprinkling the Garden).

Biography
Yuko studied kouta singing and shamisen (three-stringed lute) and koutaburi dance under two former geisha, Toyoseiyoshi Kasuga and Yoshie Asaji.

Geisha Dances by Yuko Eguchi at http://www.yukoeguchi.com/yuko/Home.html
Yes, you can

That’s the answer you can expect to hear from us. When you call Glenmeadow, we’ll take the time to learn what’s important to you, knowing that your needs and wants as you age will be different from your next door neighbor’s. We’re a non-profit with a mission to serve seniors.

We can help you thrive in the place you call home, whether that’s on our Longmeadow campus, in your own home, or in another retirement community.

Glenmeadow
24 Tabor Crossing
Longmeadow, MA
800.633.6313
glenmeadow.org
Friday, October 3, 8:00 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

ZAKIR HUSSAIN

with
Kumaresh Rajagopalan and Jayanthi Kumaresh

Zakir Hussain, Tabla
Kumaresh Rajagopalan, Violin
Jayanthi Kumaresh, Veena

Program will be announced from the stage.

There will be one intermission

Presented in part with funding from
the Massachusetts Cultural Council
About the Program

In Autumn 2014, Zakir Hussain, Kumares Rajagopalan and Jayanthi Kumaresh will tour North America offering concerts of Indian classical music.

These three artists – each renowned for their own accomplishments – bring a unique contribution and influence to the collaboration. Hussain is of course a master tabla player known the world over for his dazzling and mesmerizing performances and collaborations with artists of all genres. Kumaresh R is known as one of India’s top Carnatic violinists renowned for his brilliant musical interpretations with numerous artists including the dynamic violin duo with his brother Ganesh. Jayanthi K is recognized as one of the world’s top performers on the veena, a plucked stringed instrument with origins in Pakistan. The veena is considered by many a celestial instrument with ties to ancient times. Goddess Saraswati, the goddess of the arts, is many times depicted playing a veena

The musical result of these three artists joining together on stage will be a brilliant virtuosic performance combining traditional Indian classical music with flavors of Carnatic music hailing specifically from southern India.

Zakir Hussain

Zakir Hussain is considered one of the greatest musicians of our time. Along with his legendary father and teacher, Ustad Allarakha, he has elevated the status of his instrument, the tabla, both in India and around the world. A favorite accompanist for India’s leading classical musicians and dancers, Zakir is also widely recognized as a chief architect of the world music movement with his many historic collaborations, including Shakti, Remember Shakti, Diga, Planet Drum and his ever-changing musical feast, Masters of Percussion.

In summer 2012, Zakir was named Best Percussionist in the Downbeat Critics’ Poll.

A child prodigy, Zakir began touring at the age of twelve, becoming the most acclaimed Indian musician of his generation and one of the world’s leading percussionists. He is the recipient of many honors, including a recent Grammy in the Best Contemporary World Music category for Global Drum Project with Mickey Hart, Giovanni Hidalgo and Sikiru Adepoju, Padma Bhushan from the government of India in 2002, and the 1999 National Heritage Fellowship, the United States’ most prestigious honor for a master in traditional arts. In 1992, Planet Drum, an album co-created and co-produced by Zakir, became the first recording to win a Grammy in the Best World Music category and also won the Downbeat Critics’ Poll for Best World Beat Album. Both Modern Drummer and Drum! magazines named him Best World Music Drummer and Best World Beat Percussionist, respectively, in 2007. In April, 2009, his music was showcased for four sold-out nights at Carnegie Hall’s Artist Perspective Series. Also in 2009, Zakir was named an Officer in the Order of Arts and Letters by France’s Ministry of Culture and Communication.

In March 2011 the National Symphony Orchestra commissioned and presented his Concerto for Four Soloists at the Kennedy Center conducted by Christophe Eschenbach. He has contributed to innumerable recordings and has received widespread recognition as a composer for his many projects, scores and soundtracks including Little Buddha, In Custody, Vanaprastham, Mystic Masseur, Mr & Mrs. Iyer, YoYo Ma’s Silk Road Project and the acclaimed Concerto for Banjo, Bass and Tabla commissioned by the Nashville Symphony for their center’s opening gala in 2006 and co-composed with his constant colleagues, Edgar Meyer and Bela Fleck. In March, 2013, SF Jazz in San Francisco presented four nights featuring Zakir Hussain in different musical collaborations for their much-anticipated new center’s inaugural season. In summer 2013 Zakir embarked on an extensive tour of South America with legendary Jazz pianist Herbie Hancock. Zakir brought his Masters of Percussion back to the US in spring 2014, including a performance at the world-famous Madison Square Garden.

Jayanthi Kumaresh

Born into a musical family where talent has been cultivated for the last seven generations, Jayanthi started playing the Veena when she was barely 3 years old. Winning several awards
in her childhood, Jayanthi became one of the youngest Veena artists to receive A-TOP grading from the All India Radio (the only grading body in India).

Jayanthi was a disciple of her maternal aunt, Smt. Padmavathy Ananthagopalan, and the veena maestro, Dr. S.Balachander. Lalgudi Sri. Jayaraman, who is Jayanthi's maternal uncle, has also been a great influence and inspiration in her musical career. Jayanthi has played at the Theatre de la Ville in Paris, the UN and World Music Centre in New York, Music Guimet in Paris, and the Indian Embassy at Sharjah. She recently released a groundbreaking album called ‘Mysterious Duality’ which marked the first time one artist and one instrument created an orchestral sound. In recognition of her artistry, the Government of Tamilnadu honored her with the title of Kalaimamani for excellence in the Arts. She also received the Best Main Musician, Best Veena Concert of the Year, Sathyashree, and Veena Nada Mani, among many others awards.

Apart from solo performances, Jayanthi has her own world music band called Indian Spice, and often collaborates with musicians from other genres. Jayanthi has scored music for a host of dance productions and musicals premiering in India and abroad, including Krishna Bhakthi, Abbakarani, and Jagadguru Adi Shankaracharya. She has also composed for the National South Asian Youth orchestra of the UK.

Additionally, Jayanthi founded the Indian National Orchestra – the first organization which showcases the best musical talent in India in one group. Jayanthi is also the Managing Director of a Bangalore-based Music company called ‘Home Records’ which strives to encourage and spread ecological awareness through the dynamic aspects of Indian music and its relationship with the performing arts. Jayanthi was awarded a Doctorate by the University of Mysore for her work on the “Analytical Study of Different Banis and Playing Techniques of the Saraswathi Veena.”

R. Kumaresh
Kumaresh gave his first Carnatic Violin performance as a child prodigy at the age of 5 along with his elder brother Ganesh. All the musicians and critics who watched the skilled duo were in awe. Kumaresh was one of the youngest artists to have received the A-TOP grading by the All India Radio. In his youth, Kumaresh formed a world music band called ‘Brahmma’ along with his brother Ganesh (violin), Paul Jacob (bass guitar), John Antony (lead guitar), and Jim Sathya (keys). Thousands of youngsters crowded these concerts, but their contemporary blend stimulated the need for Kumaresh to create his own traditional compositions. He believed in retaining the purity in the compositions of the great composers of the past and never tried to give it a fusion touch.

Ustad Shri Zakir Hussain was a great influence on Kumaresh and his brother Ganesh. Zakir’s multi genre presentation inspired the brothers to explore new horizons and Kumaresh has been privileged to have performed with him on several world platforms. Kumaresh was also inspired by the violin legends Shri. Lalgudi Jayaraman, Sri. M S Gopalakrishnan, Dr. N.Rajam, and L.Shankar, but he was trained by his father Sri T. S. Rajagopalan, and his elder bother Sri. R Ganesh.

When Kumaresh was in his thirties, he became a full-fledged composer; his most notable compositions for the film and stage have included: Lessons in Forgetting, an award-winning Indian film in English; Zapperdockel and the Wock, a German play for Ranga Shankara; and Abbakarani, a dance production on the Rani Abbaka. His musical score for the film Lessons in Forgetting won him the Best Original Music Score Award. Kumaresh has also been honored with several awards, including Kalaimamani, Sunadha Sironmani, Sangeetha Saragnya, Dwaram Venkataswami Naidu Award, and Asthana Vidwan of Kanchi Mutts.

Kumaresh is now training several students in the art of violin playing. His experiences and teachings of the pontiff of Kanchi, Sri Mahaperiyava, and the Tamil Poet Kannadasan have ignited his creativity in composing with a philosophical edge. Many of his Varnams and Krithis have been popularly rendered in concerts. Kumaresh is now looking at establishing an institution for professional excellence in instrumental music.
Come down and see us!
Visit the UMCA — downstairs at the Fine Arts Center — before the Performance and during Intermission

NOW ON VIEW:

Postface by Walid Raad
One of the most influential artists from the Middle East

The Art of Collecting:
Contemporary Prints from the Risa Gerrig Collection
48 prints donated to the UMCA collection
Thursday, October 9, 7:30 p.m.
Bowker Auditorium

REGINA CARTER’S
SOUTHERN COMFORT

Regina Carter, violin
Will Holshouser, accordion
Marvin Sewell, guitar
Jesse Murphy, bass
Alvester Garnett, drums
Chris Hinderaker, tour manager

Program will be announced from the stage.

Season Sponsors:

Event Sponsor:

Funded in part by the Expeditions program of the New England Foundation for the Arts, made possible with funding from the National Endowment for the Arts, with additional support from the six New England state arts agencies.
ABOUT THE ARTIST

Violin virtuoso Regina Carter is considered the foremost jazz violinist of her generation; she is also a MacArthur Fellow (and a recipient of the famed “genius grant”).

Drawing from a diverse well of influences which include classical, jazz, Motown, swing, funk, and world music among others, Carter was born in Detroit and began studying piano at age two before taking up the violin. Her earliest training was in classical music, but an interest in jazz eventually took over. In 1987, she joined the all-female pop-jazz quintet Straight Ahead and appeared on their first three albums before leaving the band in 1991 and moving to New York, where she picked up session work with artists including Aretha Franklin, Lauryn Hill, Mary J. Blige, Billy Joel, Dolly Parton, Max Roach and Oliver Lake. She released her self-titled solo album on Atlantic in 1995, followed by Something for Grace, an album dedicated to her mother and released in 1997. Carter also toured with Wynton Marsalis that same year, then switched to the Verve label where she released Rhythms of the Heart in 1999. Motor City Moments, a tribute to her hometown, followed in 2000.

In December 2001, she traveled to Genoa, Italy, and made musical history by being the first jazz musician and the first African American to play the legendary Guarneri Del Gesu violin, made in 1743 and owned by classical music virtuoso and composer Niccolo Paganini. This encounter inspired her 2003 album, Paganini: After a Dream, which featured works by Maurice Ravel, Claude Debussy and Italian film composer Ennio Morricone.

She recorded I’ll Be Seeing You: A Sentimental Journey in 2006 as a tribute to her late mother. That same year Carter was awarded the MacArthur Fellowship, given to a highly select group who “show exceptional merit and promise for continued and enhanced creative work.”

Reverse Thread, released in May 2010, was a celebration of traditional African music via a contemporary perspective. Carter also took her pioneering spirit on the road in the late summer and fall of 2012 for a two-month world tour with rock icon Joe Jackson's stellar ensemble in support of his release The Duke, a collection of interpretations of Duke Ellington’s work.

ABOUT SOUTHERN COMFORT

Carter continued her musical quest for beauty and history with her 2014 SONY Music Masterworks debut Southern Comfort, in which she investigates her family history and explores the folk tunes her paternal grandfather, a coalminer, would have heard as he toiled in Alabama. The expanded project includes a blend of folk songs and spirituals, serving as Carter’s interpretation of her roots through a modern lens.

Intent on making the past become present, Carter sought out distant relatives and books about the era in which her grandfather lived. From there, she went to the Library of Congress and the renowned collections of folklorists such as Alan Lomax and John Work III, digging deep into their collected field recordings from Appalachia. On Southern Comfort, Regina interprets her own roots through a modern lens. “When I would hear some of these field recordings, if I heard something that touched me I put it on the list,” said Carter. “I had maybe 50 tunes that I felt strongly about, and I finally forced myself to work more on those to stop myself from collecting more.”

The 11 tracks on Southern Comfort include Carter’s interpretations of Cajun fiddle music, early gospel and coal miner's work songs in addition to some more contemporary tunes. “In the Appalachians there were Scottish and Irish descendants, slaves and Native Americans. It was a cultural hodgepodge and the music resulting from it is intoxicating. This disc was to pay homage to my family,” said Carter, “but it turned out to be so much more.”
dB Entertainment Solutions
DJ & Lighting Services • Corporate & Wedding Bands • Private Parties
Live Entertainment • Recording Services • Fundraisers
413-262-1622

dBEntertainmentSolutions.com

Only the UMass Fine Arts Center is exposing, engaging, educating and inspiring all generations to experience the visual and performing arts.

Support the UMass Fine Arts Center’s goal “to expose all generations to the wonders of the arts.”

For more details or to make a gift: fineartscenter.com
Thursday, October 30, 7:30 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, Chamber Seating

ANGÉLIQUE KIDJO

Angélique Kidjo, vocals
Dominic James, guitar
Magatte Sow, percussion
Ben Zwerin, bass
Yayo Serka, drums

Program will be announced from the stage.

Season Sponsors:

Event Sponsor:

Funded in part by the Expeditions program of the New England Foundation for the Arts, made possible with funding from the National Endowment for the Arts, with additional support from the six New England state arts agencies.
ABOUT THE ARTIST

Born in the West African country of Benin, raised in the busy port city of Cotonou, Angélique Kidjo was surrounded by a multi-hued world of music, dance and art – from the rich sounds, rhythms and story-telling of traditional Beninese culture to the far ranging fascinations of international pop, rock, blues, Latin music and jazz. Add to that the blessing of parents who honored creativity, who supported Kidjo’s artistic goals unconditionally, encouraging her to give free rein to the talents she began to reveal as a six year old.

Since then, in an expansive career marked as much by extraordinary musical achievement as passionate advocacy and philanthropy for her homeland of Africa, Angélique Kidjo has found many ways to celebrate the rich, enlightening truth about the continent’s women beyond the media spotlight.

On Eve, her highly anticipated 2014 Savoy Records debut named for her own mother as well as the mythical “mother of all living,” the Benin born, Grammy Award winning singer/songwriter builds on this ever-evolving legacy with a melodically rich, rhythmically powerful expression of female empowerment. These songs become all the more intimate and emotionally urgent with Kidjo’s dynamic collaborations with traditional women’s choirs from Kenya and various cities and villages in Benin. The singer and her newfound native vocalists sing in a wide array of native Beninese languages, including Fon (Kidjo’s first language), Yoruba, Goun, and Mina.

“Eve is an album of remembrance of African women I grew up with and a testament to the pride and strength that hide behind the smile that masks everyday troubles,” says Kidjo, whose accolades include a 20 year discography, thousands of concerts around the world and being named “Africa’s premier diva” (Time Magazine) and “the undisputed Queen of African Music” (Daily Telegraph). “They exuded a positivity and grace in a time of hardship. These songs bring me back to the women I shared my life with, including my mother, grandmother and cousins.”

As a Goodwill Ambassador with UNICEF since 2002, Kidjo – named one of the Top 100 Most Inspiring Women in the World by The Guardian – has traveled to many countries in Africa. Two trips in particular played a role in inspiring the Eve project. The first was a 2007 jaunt to visit women from Darfur in a refugee camp in Chad as part of an eight woman delegation from UK based Oxfam. “The purpose was for us to go talk to these women who are invisible in the face of the media,” Kidjo says. “Those women taught me humility and forgiveness and embodied the strength to overcome hardship. They were in horrifying circumstances, but they were not dwelling on the negative or crying. They had lost husbands and their children had lost fathers, but they maintained their dignity.”

In August 2012, Kidjo traveled to Kenya with UNICEF and CNN to film a documentary on stunting, which is the acute malnutrition from 0 to 2 years that irreversibly affects the future mental and physical development of many children in the world, especially in Africa. It prevents them from studying correctly and working, which in turn affects the country’s economy. The singer visited the Samburu region in the North of Kenya. When she entered the small village of Merti, she met with a group of women who were part of a community center advocating for better nutrition. They welcomed her with a beautiful chant that she captured on her iPhone. Kidjo was so inspired by the passion and strength of their voices that she created “M’Baamba” (which became the opening track on Eve) around the magical iPhone sample of their voices.

“At the time, I was starting to write songs for a new album about the empowerment of women, but that experience nailed the importance of it for me,” says Kidjo. “The sense of bonding I experienced with these women gave me the desire to expand the idea and work with other choirs of African women to create Eve. Through my many trips to Africa, I have seen that women are the backbone of the continent and that empowering them would be the key to a lasting change.”

Kidjo, whose star-studded 2008 recording Djin Djin won a Grammy for Best Contemporary World Music Album and whose last studio recording Oyo was nominated in the same category, has enjoyed a long history of crossover collaborations with greats from the jazz and pop worlds—including Carlos Santana, Bono, John Legend, Josh Groban, Peter Gabriel, Branford Marsalis, Dianne Reeves, Roy Hargrove and Alicia Keys.
When working on *Eve*, Kidjo traveled to Benin, traveling long days from North to South and back, armed with a Roland B26 six track field recorder, to record the sweet rhythmic harmonies and chants of the traditional women choirs. She sojourned everywhere from Cotonou (Kidjo’s hometown) and Ouidah (her father’s village) to Porto Novo, Godomey (her mom’s village) and Manigri, a village from the North with amazing polyphonies where she had recorded some of the elements of her 1996 album *Fifa*; she met the same women there.

Kidjo’s musical career goes hand-in-hand with a deep, colorful history of advocacy on behalf of African women. Along with Mary Louise Cohen and John R. Phillips, Kidjo founded The Batonga Foundation, which gives girls a secondary school and higher education so that they can take the lead in changing Africa. The foundation is doing this by granting scholarships, building secondary schools, increasing enrollment, improving teaching standards, providing school supplies, supporting mentor programs, exploring alternative education models and advocating for community awareness of the value of education for girls.

The singer released *Eve* in 2014, in conjunction with the release of *Spirit Rising: My Life, My Music*, an autobiography written with Rachel Wenrick and published by Harper Collins. With a foreword by Bishop Desmond Tutu and a preface from Alicia Keys, the book chronicles Kidjo’s rise from a childhood where her voice was censored by the Communist regime to a visionary artist and activist who made her dreams a reality – and how she is inspiring others all around the world to do the same. The telling of Kidjo’s dramatic rise ties in perfectly with the female empowerment themes that make *Eve* an epic achievement in her career.

“*Eve* is dedicated to the women of Africa, to their resilience and their beauty,” says Kidjo. “What I discovered along this journey is that these women find joy in being mothers and wives and also in being financially independent, running businesses in markets and finding ways to feed their kids. So let us celebrate the beauty and humanity of women, respect them fully and find no comfort in humiliating them or making them feel inferior. What I enjoyed most about creating *Eve* was the women giving me the authority and strength to continue speaking about justice, love, empathy and compassion. As an artist, this is all about me inspiring myself and others to find the strength to love and find solutions to our problems. As long as we are strong, we will move forward with dignity.”
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Michael & Ann Brooks
Allan Byam & Carol Belliveau
Anne & Tony Burton
Courtney & Michael Campbell
Patricia Canavan & James Gosselin
Robert Chitt
Rika & William Clement
Eugenia & James Collins
Dennis Conway & Steven Light
Arrelle Cook
Trudy & William A. Darity, Sr.
Elaine Darr Morton
Peter Dellert
David & Jean Dempsey
Leila & Charlie DeRose
Deborah Doherty
Sharon L. Downs
Nancy Duggan
Barbara Fell-Johnson
Oriole & Sidney Feshbach
David B. & Deborah A. Gardner
John & Shelby Gibbons
Copper Giloth & John Dubach
Kate Glynn
Sheldon & Marcia Goldman
Harriet Goodwin
Raymond & Jacquelyn Grant
Al & Sally Griggs
Paul & Nancy Hamel
Louise R. Hammann
William Harris
Meg & Allen Hart
Joyce & Jeffrey Hatch
Sarah Hawes
Suzanne Hayden & Fritz Farrington
Julie Hayes
Dennis & Donna Hebert
Eric & Yehudit Heller
Hoon Heo
Marjorie Hess & Rudolph Talaber
Joyce & Lee Hines
Zachary & Roxana Holt
Vincent Jackson & Lisa Green
Peter Jessop & Maureen Humpage
Willard L. Millard
Gary & Bobbie Kamen
Maura & Arthur Keene
John & Rebecca Kennedy
George & Mary Knightly
Janice & Boyd Kynard
Julie & Matthew Lackner
Kenneth & Joan Langlely
Tom & Anne Jeanne Lardner
Jacob & Andrea Lauzier
Mike & Rebecca Leto
Maia & Peter Lillya
Donald J. Logie, Jr.
Lew & Peg Louraine
Thomas Luck & Elizabeth Kidder
Caden & Lewis Mainzer
Michael Malone & Christine Lau
Meryl Mandell & Stephen Smulski
Andrew Mangels
David & Pamela Marsh-Williams
Ernest & Mary Milkey- May
Daniel & Ellen Melley
Martin & Brenda Miller
Amy Mittelman & Aaron Berman
John R. & Judith A. Mullin
Kathy & Walter Mullin
Carol Napoli
Robyn Ann Newhouse
Rebecca Nordstrom
Gordon & Pamela Oakes
Jeanne O’Connell
Dominique Pollara
Linda & Geoff Post
Monroe & Joan Rabin
Nancy & Eric Reeves
Robert & Judith Rivard
Steven, Anna & Calder Robbins
Catherine Robinson
David & Sharon Rogalski
Artemis & Michael Romell
Robert Schmeck
Helen M. Schneider
Anastasia Seager
Phyllis Sleigh
Ted & Barbara Slavin
Timothy Smith & Lisa Cronin-Smith
Eliza Solomon
Elizabeth & Eric Stahl
Cindy E. Stein & Mike Kolendo
Dick & Pip Stromgren
Mary Lou Stuart & Jay Fleitman
Anna & Alan Symington
Jack Szpiler & Colleen Ahern
Jean Germain Trust
Pamela Tills
Thomas & Christine Warger
Anne Whelan
Nancy Winter in memory of Jerry Winter
Harold & Faye Wolfe
Susan & Stephen Wood
Ruth Yanka
Bob & Beverly Yoon
Jeanine Young-Mason
Marsha & Bill Zimmer

Businesses
25 Central
Alina’s Ristorante
Amherst Chinese Food
Arise Farm to Table Pub & Pizzeria
Artisan Gallery
Bayside Resort
Billy’s Beer, Wine & Liquor Store
Black Sheep Deli & Bakery
Boston Opera House
Boston Red Sox
Cathy Cross Fashions
Central Rock Gym
Christian Party Rental
Colonial Theatre
Danish Inspirations of Mass., Inc.
Elements Hot Tub & Spa
Eric Carle Museum
Esselon Café
FitWomen
Glimmerglass Opera
Grey Matter & Troubadour Books
Hadley Garden Center
Hu Ke Lau
Jackson & Connor, LLC
Jeff DiCarlo Home Improvement
Jessica Marie Photography
Judi’s Restaurant
McFarland’s Handwork
New England Promotional Marketing

Marketing
Paradise City Inc.
Pivot Media, Inc.
Refinery
Richardson's Candles
Shakespeare & Company
Snow Farm
The Pub
Valley Art Supplies
Wild Thyme Restaurant
Worcester Art Museum
York's Wild Kingdom

FAN
$50–$99

Individuals
Kim Alli
Jim Armstrong & Sonia Kudla
Timothy Anderson
Frank Aronson
Dawn & W. Phillips Barlow
Jeanne Barron
Antoni & Florence Baszak
John & Elizabeth Bednarski
Heather Bell & Alan Schneider
Bob & Christine Bergquist
Paul Berman
Richard Bernard, Jr.
Shirley Brodigan
Alan Calhoun & Barbara Aiken
Margery & Walter Coombs
Marc & Mary Dancer
Karen Dillon & Daniel Will
Marita Driscoll & Peter Halesworth
Jeffrey & Erica Eckman
Rita & Oscar Edelman
Jan Esselen
Sharleeone M. Farley
Richard A. Fleischer
John F. Fortier III
Timothy & Mary Foster
Melanie Gallo & Stan Smith
Peter Garbus
Sally & Richard Giglio
Alan Gilburg
Richard & Joan Godsey
Kathy J. Goos
Kathy Graham
Ruth Green
Ruth Griggs
Joann Griswold
Christine Hannon
Bill Henry
Juanita Holler
William Irvine & Susan Leschine
Barbara Keegan
Molly Keegan
Catherine S. Kenneally
Susan & Richard Knapp
Rebecca Lang
Robert M. & Patricia H. Lavery
Joseph V. & Penny H. LeBlanc
Nancy Lerner
Maureen Mahar
Mark Maynard
Christine McCormick
Susan B. Meyer
Patricia Miller
Gillian Morbev
Kathleen Morrissey-Morini
Thomas P. Navin
Linda Overing & John Ryan
Barbara & Wilbur Pearson
Kathryn Perkala
Mark Peterson & Fay Peterson

FOUNDATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
College of Natural Sciences; UMass
Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation
Five Colleges, Inc.
French American Cultural Exchange
Louis & Nettie Horch Fd., Inc.
Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities
New England Foundation for the Arts
Northampton Chamber of Commerce
Pioneer Valley Symphony & Chorus
Ruth K & Ralph G. Webber Family Foundation
Springfield Symphony Orchestra
The New York Racing Association Inc.
The Japan Foundation

MATCHING GIFTS
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation GFP
Fidelity Investments
General Electric Fund
Lucent Technologies Foundation
Mass Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
New Alliance Foundation
PeoplesBank
Price Waterhouse Coopers
Evacuation Procedures
Bowker Auditorium

Note: Interior house conditions may necessitate alternate exit routes.

Sections A - K and the Pit exit toward stage.

Sections L - U exit toward lobby.

West side exit stairwell left.

East side exit stairwell right.
Evacuation Procedures

In the event of an emergency requiring evacuation of the building, procedures are in place to ensure that the audience can exit safely.

Sections 4, 5, 6
Exit through the lobby.

Sections 1, 2, 3 & Pit
Exit toward stage.

Note: Interior house conditions may necessitate alternate exit routes.

Mezzanine 1, 2, 3
Exit rear through lobby.

Balconies 1, 2 exit toward stage, up two flights and down interior fire escape.
Patron Services

Refreshments
Concessions are available before the performance and during intermission for most Center Series Concert Hall events. For patrons in our wheelchair section, please notify an usher and they will be happy to bring the refreshments to you.

Restrooms
Restrooms are located on the lower level of the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall adjacent to the University Gallery and in the Concert Hall main lobby. When available there are additional restrooms in the Rand Theater area. Fully accessible restrooms are available in the Concert Hall and Bowker Auditorium. Restrooms in the Concert Hall for the mobility impaired are located in the lobby and the refuge area outside section 3 on house right.

Drinking Fountains
Drinking fountains are located on the lower level of the Concert Hall near the restrooms and in the lobby.

Late Seating
Patrons arriving after the start of the performance will be seated at an appropriate break and at the house manager’s discretion.

Pagers and Cell Phones
Please turn off all pagers and cell phones when entering the concert hall.

On Call Service
Doctors and persons needing emergency call service are asked to leave their name and seat location with the box office. If you keep a cell phone or pager with you, please use the silent, vibration option.

Cameras and Recording Devices
The taking of photographs or recording the performance in any way is strictly prohibited.

ATM
The nearest ATM bank machine is located in the Newman Center and on the lower level in the the Campus Center.

For Hearing-Impaired Patrons
Assisted listening devices: Induction loops and headsets are available for patrons with hearing impairments and may be checked out with an ID in the lobby prior to the performance. Compatible with most ALS systems and in compliance with the ADA. A credit card, driver’s license, or valid student ID will be held as security while devices are in use.

Emergency Closing
In case of emergency, the lighted, red, exit sign near your seat is the shortest route to the exterior of the building. For your safety, please check the location of the exit closest to your seat and review the evacuation map included in this playbook. Also, follow the directions provided by the ushers.

Accessible Parking
An access-parking permit or plates must be visible to parking attendants.

For Your Viewing Pleasure
Check out what’s on view in the University Museum of Contemporary Art. The University Museum is located on the lower level of the Concert Hall and is open one hour prior to the start of performances and during intermission. The Museum is also open to the public Tuesday through Friday, 11am to 4:30pm, and Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5pm.

Performance Cancellation
Fine Arts Center performances are rarely canceled and only in the case of severe weather. If a performance is canceled, you can call the Box Office at 1-800-999-UMAS or 545-2511 or tune in to the following radio and television stations: public radio station WFCR 88.5FM, WHMP 99.9FM, WRSI 95.3FM, WFSB CBS 3 and WGGB-TV40. If a performance is canceled, patrons may exchange tickets for another event (subject to availability), may receive a credit on their account, or may request a refund.

Please recycle your playbook in the lobby.
In the fine art of home building and renovation.

Call 413.549.7919 for a FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION integbuild.com

Your ideas. Our know-how. Let’s work together.

Celebrating 40 Years of Sustainable Building.

Call us today. (413) 586-8287 (x104) wright-builders.com

renovations | additions | design | new homes | work places
energy retrofits | construction management | institutions
"Invest in beauty and it will remain with you all the days of your life."

- Frank Lloyd Wright

"Because Quality Lasts"

125 Sunderland Road
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 549-0001
www.cowls.com
Supporting the Arts for over 38 Years

Your source for NEWS, ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Advocate
VALLEYADVOCATE.COM
preview
MASSACHUSETTS

115 Conz Street | P.O.Box 477 | Northampton, MA
413.529.2840
radio.
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music.
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nation.

world.

live.

local.
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Let Us Show You What We Can Do For Your Next Event, Show or Concert!

Lighting, Sound & Event Services
Lighting • Sound • Video • Graphics
A/V • Pipe and Drape • Staging

www.cjceventlighting.com
www.showtechs.com
(413) 737-7555 • Boston (617) 252-8116
CT (203) 971-8220 • NYC (646) 719-8739
Let UMass provide you with a day to remember!

With a reputation for exceptional food, creative displays and attentive service, UMass Catering has the experience to make your wedding day unforgettable.

Located at the flagship campus of the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, there are many unique venues available for an event of any size.

Let UMass Catering bring your dreams to life.

Contact us at 413-577-8200
ccevents@umass.edu
www.umass.edu/catering
Support scholarships and programs for students and alumni with your UMass License Plate!

Get yours today at your local MASSDOT RMV branch or online at www.massrmv.com.
TARA DONOVAN MOIRÉ


TARADONOVANMOIRE


280 Main Street
Amherst, MA

Tours
Wednesday - Sunday
11 am - 4 pm
Five College students
admitted free

413.542.8161
info@emilydickinsonmuseum.org
emilydickinsonmuseum.org

smith.edu/artmuseum

dwell
imPosibility...

Emily
DICKINSON
Museum
THE HOMESTEAD &
THE EVERGREENS

280 Main Street
Amherst, MA

Tours
Wednesday - Sunday
11 am - 4 pm
Five College students
admitted free

413.542.8161
info@emilydickinsonmuseum.org
emilydickinsonmuseum.org
IN PRINT, ONLINE, MOBILE DEVICES OR TABLETS

Get all for one low price or choose digital only

586.1925
Single ticket buyers, save on the night of the performance by showing your tickets or online ticket voucher. Subscribers, save all season long by showing your Diners Discount Card.

DINE OUT:
SAVE 10% at:
- Alina’s Ristorante Hadley
- Amherst Brewing Company Amherst
- Fresh Side Café Amherst
- MRKT Farm to Table South Deerfield
- The University Club UMass Campus

SAVE 20% at:
- Arise Farm to Table Amherst
- Chandlers Tavern South Deerfield
- Rafters Sports Bar Amherst
- The Amherst Pub Amherst
- The Black Sheep Deli Amherst
- The Harp Irish Pub Amherst

STAY THE NIGHT:
SAVE 20% Hampshire Hospitality Group Hotels
- Autumn Inn, Clarion Hotel, Courtyard Marriott, Econo Lodge, Holiday Inn Express & Suites,
- Howard Johnson Inn and University Lodge.

SAVE 15% Pioneer Valley Hotel Group
- Both Hampton Inn & Comfort Inn in Hadley.

SAVE 15% University Hotel at the Campus Center

Visit fineartscenter.com/artfulpalate for details and restrictions.
CONNECT WITH US!

413.545.2511/800.999.UMAS
facweb@acad.umass.edu

@umassfac

/user/fineartscenter
/umassfac

/+FineArtsCenterAmherst
/UMass Fine Arts Center

umassfac.tumblr.com/
/fine-arts-center

/UMassfac
biz/umass-fine-arts-center-amherst
As a regional health insurance company we are committed to improving the health and lives of the people in the communities we serve.

Maura McCaffrey
President & CEO, Health New England
Partnering with the communities we serve, Baystate Health extends the traditional definition of health to include economic opportunity, affordable housing, quality education, safe neighborhoods, food security, the arts/culture, and racism and homophobia free communities — all elements that are needed for individuals, families and communities to thrive.